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In a sample of 3.02 million hadronic Z
o
decays collected by the DELPHI































with expected background in each channel. The following 90% condence level


























) < (5:8 to 5:0) 10
 5
;



















) < 1:75  10
 4
;
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11 Introduction
With around 3 million hadronic Z
0
decays recorded by each LEP experiment, the
properties of B mesons having a constituent b-quark partnered by one light uds quark
have been well determined from various decay channels. While a wealth of cc and bb
states are known, no hadron with two heavy quarks of dierent avours has so far been
observed.
Predictions of the B
c

ground state masses are based on potential models [1{5]. In
a survey of techniques for estimating masses, Kwong and Rosner [2] indicate a range of
6.194 to 6.292 GeV=c
2
for the mass of the B
c

ground state. More recently Quigg and
Eichten [3] have calculated the mass to be 6:258  0:020 GeV=c
2
, while Bagan et al. [4]
nd 6:255  0:020 GeV=c
2
. A search for the B
c

meson via a fully reconstructed decay
channel such as J=  between 6.0 and 6.5 GeV=c
2
would cover all possibilities.
The rate of B
c

meson production in Z
0
! bb events via soft fragmentation cannot be





times that for a (cc) pair [5]. Production of B
c

via its direct coupling to a virtual W
boson is strongly suppressed as the CKM matrix element V
cb
is small (0.036 to 0.046)[6].
The dominant production mechanism is when one of the primary b-quarks in a Z
0
! bb
event emits a hard virtual gluon which fragments to a cc and the c(c) quark forms a
bound state with a primary b(b) quark. The amplitude of this process is proportional to
the wave function of the B
c







for the ground state is calculated to be (1:0   4:5)  10
 4
(including decays from the
1S and 2S states) [7,8]. The alternative, of a bb pair produced from gluon splitting in
Z
0







Excited states of the B
c

should also be produced. Those with mass above the BD
threshold (> 7:15 GeV=c
2
) will dissociate into a pair of B and D mesons and will not
contribute to the inclusive B
c

production rate, but the 15 excited states expected below
the BD threshold will decay to the ground state B
c

either via hadronic cascades or by





X) for the 2P and 3P states
have been calculated [10,11] to be (0:2 1:2)10
 4
. For completeness, the small expected
contributions from the D-wave and F-wave states with masses below the BD threshold












can decay via the decay of the b or the c quark, or via the weak annihila-
tion of the bc (c

b) quark-antiquark pair. The decay widths corresponding to the three
mechanisms have been estimated in potential models and using QCD sum rules [12]:
b-decay c-decay annihilation
Potentials 37% 45% 18%
Sum rules 48% 39% 13%
Neglecting the annihilation channel, the lifetime of the B
c

























= 0:6 ps. However it has been
argued [9] that, as the B
c

is a tightly bound system, the decay width should be expressed
in terms of eective quark masses reduced by the binding energy. Depending on the value
of this correction, the lifetime of the B
c

could range from (0:4   1:4) ps [9,13,14].
2The deep binding between b and c quarks suggests that decays to nal states including
J= will be prominent; however, the uncertainty in the expected branching fraction for






ranges between 10% and 24% [14,15].

































The predicted decay branching ratios for these channels range from 0.2%-2% for channel
(1), and from 1% to 5% for channels (2) and (3) [14,12,15]. There are no theoretical
predictions for the branching ratio for channel (4). However, by comparison with the














, one would expect it to be of
comparable strength to channel (1).
The decay of the J= to a pair of oppositely charged leptons of the same avour selects
an almost background-free sample of B-hadrons decaying to J= . In the semileptonic
decay channel, the presence of a third lepton in geometrical correlation with the two
leptons from the J= decay signals the existence of B
c

. Observation of a signal in this










would allow the mass to be determined.
The detailed description of the various DELPHI components and of their performance
can be found in [16,17]. Section 2 of this paper describes the selection of hadronic events
containing a J= candidate decaying to a pair of same-avour opposite-sign leptons. The
vertex reconstruction procedure used to improve the purity of the J= sample is described
in section 3. The B
c

candidate selection for each of the channels is described in section 4.
Section 5 summarises the conclusions.
2 Event Selection
The search for the B
c

meson was performed on the data and on fully simulated and
reconstructed event samples: a general Z
0




determine the background, and signal events for each of the four channels and both J= 
decay modes in order to determine the eciency of observing the signal. The B-hadron








From the data recorded by DELPHI in the years 1991 to 1994, the events with 5
or more charged particles were selected as hadronic Z
0
decays. Each accepted charged
particle was required to have:
 measured momentum (p) greater than 200 MeV=c,
 momentum error p less than p,
 impact parameter transverse to the beam below 2.5 cm and
 impact parameter along the beam below 10.0 cm.
3A further requirement was that the components of the detector crucial to this analysis,
namely the Vertex Detector (VD), the Tracking Detectors, the electromagnetic calorime-
ters for electron identication and the muon chambers outside the magnet return yoke,
be fully operational. For charged particle identication, information from the Ring Imag-
ing Cherenkov (RICH) detectors and on the ionisation loss rate (dE=dX) in the Time
Projection Chamber (TPC) were used when available.
A total of 3:02  10
6
hadronic events were selected from the data. For background




! qq simulated hadronic events
(excluding the small number generated with a B
c

) were selected. The simulation sam-




in the nal state,
allowed for the time variation of the detector geometry, alignment, analysis software,
and calibration over the 1991 to 1994 data taking period. All numbers of background
simulation events quoted henceforth are
 normalised to the total number of hadronic events in the data and











) used in the simulation and the current mea-
sured values [6].
The numbers of signal events generated for the channels under study are given in
Table 1.
2.2 J= Selection
The main background to B meson decays to J= comes from cascade semileptonic
decays of the b-quark followed by the c-quark. The small prompt J= production is elim-
inated by requiring a signicant ight distance of the J= from the primary interaction
point.
For each selected event, the thrust axis was determined using all charged particles
passing the cuts described above and the energy depositions, identied as photons, in the
electromagnetic calorimeters. The plane perpendicular to the thrust axis split the event




were required to have two well measured,
oppositely charged, same-avour identied leptons, in the same hemisphere and having a
combined mass within the range 2.5 to 3.5 GeV=c
2
. The muon and electron identication
criteria used in DELPHI are described in [17]. A more detailed study of J= production
can be found in [18].
In total, 2420 events were selected from the data and 2665 events from the general
Z
0





a purity of 26%. The numbers of events selected from the signal simulation samples are
given in Table 1.
3 Vertex Reconstruction and Background Reduction




events, the primary and
J= vertices were reconstructed. The analysis was restricted to events with each J= 
decay lepton having momentum (P
`
) greater than 2.0 GeV=c, as the lepton identication
eciency is fairly uniform above this momentum. Since the analysis depends on good
primary and secondary vertices, the charged particle tracks used in the reconstruction
were required to have at least a certain minimum number of associated hits in the VD.
4This minimum number was dened to be two in the R plane for 1991 to 1993, when
the three layers of the VD supplied only R information, and at least one in R and
one in Z for 1994, when two of the three planes provided Z information as well. Vertex
reconstruction was done in the R plane for the 1991 to 1993 data and in 3D for the
1994 data.
3.1 Primary Vertex
All charged particle tracks, excluding those of the leptons from the J= decay, were
used for primary vertex reconstruction if they had sucient associated hits in the VD.
The vertex reconstruction procedure used was iterative, starting with all selected tracks
being constrained in the t to pass through the known beam spot with its errors. The
contribution to the t 
2
from any participating track was required to be less than 3.5
when tting in R only, and 5.25 when tting in 3D. The track with the largest 
2
contribution, if it was greater than this value, was removed and the t redone. This
iterative procedure ended when the largest 
2
contribution was below the allowed limit,
or when only one track remained. In the latter case the event was rejected.
If the probability of the resulting vertex t was less than 0.1%, the track with the
largest contribution to the 
2
was removed and the vertex retted. This second iterative
procedure ended when the vertex t had a 
2
probability greater than 0.1% with at least
two tracks. In all, 6% of the events had no successful primary vertex t and were rejected.
3.2 Secondary Vertex
The crossing point of the lepton tracks of the J= decay was used as the starting point
for the secondary vertex. In the same hemisphere, further tracks were selected if they
 had the required minimum number of associated hits in the VD, and
 gave a 
2
contribution of less than 3.0 in the R plane, or 4.0 in 3D, when tting
to a common vertex with the two lepton tracks from the J= decay.
All the tracks thus identied as originating from the J= decay point were then used
to reconstruct the secondary vertex. If the 
2
probability of the resulting t was below
0.1%, the track (excluding the two lepton tracks) with the largest 
2
contribution was
removed and the t redone. This iterative procedure was stopped when a t with at least
three tracks (including the two lepton tracks) had a 
2
probability above 0.1%. In events
with no successful vertex t with at least three tracks, the crossing point (vertex in 3D)
of the two lepton tracks was accepted as the secondary vertex.
Events were accepted for further analysis only if the scalar product of the J= mo-
mentum vector and the direction vector from the primary to the secondary vertex was
found to be positive.
Successful secondary vertex reconstruction reduced the non-bb background consider-




sample, estimated from the fully reconstructed
simulation sample, increased from 26% to around 44%, without any decay length cut.
To reduce the background further
 the distance between the primary and secondary vertices (L
J= 
) was required to be
greater than twice the error on this distance, and





) of the pair of oppositely
charged same-avour leptons and the central value (found to be consistent with the
world average J= mass [6]) had to be
5{ consistent with zero within three times its error, and
{ within the range  100 to +100 MeV=c
2
for di-muons and  300 to +100 MeV=c
2
for di-electrons, to remove badly measured events.
A total of 270 events were selected from the data, compared to 300 in the simulation




sample increased to 77% and the eciency
decreased to 16%. The numbers of simulated signal events passing the various selections
described so far are given in Table 1.

























































Generated 1225 1353 1331 1332 1259 1276 835 931




672 303 694 346 716 273 448 202
P
`
> 2:0 GeV=c 551 253 569 285 613 214 366 162
Good Primary Vertex 517 240 538 278 587 207 350 158





) 301 166 294 211 306 134 207 125

















candidates, at least one extra charged
particle was required to be associated with the lepton pair from the J= decay at the sec-






A charged particle in the same hemisphere as the J= was associated to the secondary
vertex if its track
 was used in the reconstruction of the secondary vertex, or
 had an impact parameter (in the R plane) to the secondary vertex that
{ was less than 1 mm and less than three times its error, and
{ when normalised by its error, was no more than a factor two bigger than the
normalised impact parameter to the primary vertex.
All charged particles thus associated to the secondary vertex were used in the mass




The requirement that the distance between the reconstructed primary and secondary




eciency for low values of the B
c

lifetime. The selection eciencies were therefore









An event passing the cuts described was selected as a possible candidate if one of the
charged particles associated with the J= at the secondary vertex satised the following
conditions:
6 the particle was not identied as a lepton,
 the Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) or ionization (dE=dX) measurements were
consistent with the expectation for a pion (when neither dE=dX nor RICH infor-
mation was available, the particle was tried both as a pion and a kaon in mass
combinations with the J= ),
 the mass of the (J= ) combination calculated at the secondary vertex was between
6.0 and 6.5 GeV=c
2
for events where the J= decayed to a pair of oppositely charged
muons, or between 5.8 and 6.7 GeV=c
2
for events with J= decaying to a pair of
oppositely charged electrons.
The reconstructed (J= 

) mass distributions are shown in Fig. 1. One candidate








) can be seen in the appropriate
mass window in the data, while there are 2.6 and 2.3 events respectively in the background
simulated samples.
To eliminate spurious (J= ) combinations, the angle () between the line joining
the primary and secondary vertices and the momentum vector of the combination, pro-
jected onto the R plane, was required to be less than 10

. From the () distributions
shown in Fig. 2, it can be seen that both the data events survive this cut, while the





production rate in Z
0
hadronic decays is two orders of







were therefore required to have no mass combinations of particles at the secondary vertex












































, n = 0, 2 or 4.
In testing for these states, the charged kaon and the n charged pions were required to be
associated to the secondary vertex and identied by the dE=dX and RICH information.
A neutral kaon in the same hemisphere as the J= was used in such invariant mass
calculations only if its momentum vector was consistent with it originating from the
secondary vertex. The typical mass resolution for these combinations was in the range
35   45 MeV=c
2
.





mass [6] (ie within three times its error and within 100 MeV=c
2
), the event
was rejected if the angle () for this combination of particles was less than 10

.





















) = 5318116 MeV=c
2
. A kinematic t to the remaining candidate,
with the three particles constrained to go through a common vertex and the mass of the
di-muon pair constrained to the J= mass, gave M(J= 
 
) = 634127 MeV=c
2
and a
proper decay time of 0.38  0.06ps. The numbers of background events surviving this
anti-selection procedure are 1.1 and 0.6 in the two J= decay modes.
The numbers of B
c

candidates selected from the two sets of signal simulation samples
are given in Table 2, along with the selection eciencies for the minimum and maximum
predicted lifetimes of 0.4 ps and 1.4 ps respectively.
For both J= decay modes, the B
c

selection eciencies were found to increase lin-
early over the predicted range of B
c

lifetime. With one candidate, consistent with


































M(J= X) in Mass Window 155 66 59 32
() < 10

138 57 55 30
Without a B
u=d
combination 130 51 44 18
Selection eciency for 
B
c
= 0:4 ps 0.0900.010 0.0310.006 0.0530.008 0.0190.005
Selection eciency for 
B
c
= 1:4 ps 0.1120.010 0.0390.005 0.0530.008 0.0190.005




) = (12:03  0:27)% [6] and these











) < (1:05 to 0:84) 10
 4
;
where the range quoted corresponds to the predictedB
c











Candidates for this decay channel were required to have at least 3 charged particles.
Each of these was required to satisfy the same criteria as the single pion in the J= 

channel (see section 4.1).
The reconstructed (J= (3)

) mass distributions are shown in Fig. 3. The angle
() for each J= (3)

combination with mass within the search window is shown in
Fig. 4. With the requirement that () be less than 10























are selected from the simulated background sample. A kinematic t to the






) = 6119  22 MeV=c
2
and a proper decay time of 0.41
 0.07 ps. Since this mass is signicantly dierent from that of the candidate found in
the J= 

channel, at least one of the two must be background.
The numbers of B
c

candidates selected from the two signal simulation samples and
the selection eciencies are given in Table 2. For both the J= decay samples, the




candidate event found in the data, consistent with the expected background, the upper















) < 1:75 10
 4
;











Candidates were selected from events passing the cuts described in the earlier sections
and having one of the charged particle tracks associated with the J= at the secondary
vertex identied as a lepton. The particle selected as the third lepton also had to have
momentum greater than 2.0 GeV=c.
With the probability of misidentifying a hadron as a lepton at around 1%, the back-
ground to these channels can come from combinations of any of the three leptons being
8a misidentied hadron. The high J= selection purity achieved by requiring a success-
fully reconstructed secondary vertex suggests that the predominant background originates
from the association of a J= with either a hadron (from the parent B decay or prompt)
misidentied as a lepton, or a lepton originating from the primary interaction (i.e. not
having a B parent).




decay and a tagged electron satised
the requirements. The invariant mass of the J= and the lepton, M(J= e
+
), is 4:027 
0:042 GeV=c
2
. The reconstructed M(J= `

) distributions for the simulated background
events are shown in Figs. 5 a) and b). In the signal simulation samples, shown in Figs. 5
c) and d), 88% of the events have M(J= `

) greater than 4.0 GeV=c
2
, while only one




, has M(J= 
+
) above this value.
Events having M(J= `

) greater than 4.0 GeV=c
2
and positive missing energy
y
in the
hemisphere containing the J= `









The single data event selected has negative missing energy in the J= hemisphere. In




sample) have positive missing
energy.
As before, the events were required to have no combination of appropriate particles




masses. The background expected
from the simulation was unchanged.








































> 0 62 31 95 45
Without a B
u=d
combination 61 30 92 42
Selection eciency for 
B
c
=0.4 ps 0.0390.006 0.0170.004 0.0640.008 0.0330.005
Selection eciency for 
B
c
=1.4 ps 0.0490.007 0.0230.004 0.0750.008 0.0330.005
The numbers of signal simulated events selected are given in Table 3 along with the



















candidates found in the data, the




























) < (0:98 to 0:91)  10
 4

























The missing energy is calculated by subtracting the visible energy from the total energy in the hemisphere (beam
energy corrected by the two hemisphere invariant masses). The visible energy is the sum of the energies of all charged
particles measured by the tracking detectors and the photons measured by the electromagnetic calorimeters.
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channel when 1.7 are expected from













decay branching fraction has been
determined to be 1:05 10
 4






= 0:4 ps, decreasing linearly





= 1:4 ps. This is an order of magnitude higher than the most
optimistic theoretical estimate for this product. Similar limits have been reported by
other LEP collaborations [19,20].









, one candidate event found in the data is
consistent with the 2.3 expected from the background. The corresponding upper limit,
at the 90% condence level, has been determined to be 1:75  10
 4





The reconstructed masses of the candidates in the two above channels are signicantly











decay channel and 0.3 expected








production rate and the decay branching fraction has been determined




. This is consistent with the optimistic theoretical
estimate for this channel and with the limits reported by other LEP collaborations [19,21].
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e) J/ψ → e+ e- Signal MC


















4 5 6 7
f) J/ψ → µ+ µ- Signal MC
M(J/ψ pi) in GeV/c2
Figure 1: M(J= 

) distributions - a) and b): data for each J= decay mode; c) and
d): simulated background normalised to the number of hadronics in the data; e) and f):
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f) J/ψ → µ+ µ- Signal MC
∆(φ) in Degrees
Figure 2: Distributions of the angle (in R) between the line joining the primary and
secondary vertices and the momentum vector of the (J= 

) combination with mass in
the search window - sub-plots a) to f) for event samples as in Fig. 1. The arrow indicates






























































e) J/ψ → e+ e- Signal MC


















4 5 6 7
f) J/ψ → µ+ µ- Signal MC
M(J/ψ 3pi) in GeV/c2
Figure 3: M(J= 3()

) distributions - a) and b): data for each J= decay mode; c)
and d): simulated background normalised to the number of hadronics in the data; e)
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0 10 20 30 40 50
f) J/ψ → µ+ µ- Signal MC
∆(φ) in Degrees
Figure 4: Distributions of the angle (in R) between the line joining the primary and
secondary vertices and the momentum vector of the (J= 3

) combination with mass in
the search window - sub-plots a) to f) for event samples as in Fig. 3. The arrow indicates











































3 4 5 6
c) J/ψ → e+ e- Signal MC






















3 4 5 6 7
d) J/ψ → µ+ µ- Signal MC
M(J/ψ l) in GeV/c2
Figure 5: M(J= `

) distributions - a) and b): simulated background normalised to the





is shown as the hatched histogram in b). The arrow indicates the lower
limit for B
c

candidates.
